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Abstract. An edge computing marketplace could enable IoT devices (Outsourcers) to outsource
computation to any participating node (Contractors) in their proximity. In return, these nodes
receive a reward for providing computation resources. In this work, we propose a scheme that
verifies the integrity of arbitrary deterministic functions in the presence of both dishonest Out-
sourcers and Contractors who try to maximize their expected payoff. We compile a comprehensive
set of threats for this adversary model and show that not all of these threats are addressed when
combining verification techniques of related work. Our verification scheme fills the gap by detect-
ing or preventing each identified threat. We tested our verification scheme with state-of-the-art
pre-trained Convolutional Neural Network models designed for object detection. On all devices,
our verification scheme causes less than 1ms computational overhead and a negligible network
bandwidth overhead of at most 84 bytes per frame. Our implementation can also perform our
verification scheme’s tasks parallel to the object detection to eliminate any latency overhead.

Keywords: Edge Computing, Internet of Things, Function Verification, Comput-
ing Marketplaces

1 Introduction

Offloading computational tasks from IoT devices to computation resources at the
network edge can improve the responsiveness of existing applications and enable
novel latency-sensitive use cases [1]. In an edge computing marketplace, we assume
that the Outsourcer is a computationally weak IoT device that outsources real-time
data to a Contractor to process. The Contractor can be an edge server or any device
in proximity to the Outsourcer with enough unutilized computational resources to
execute the assigned function reliably and with low latency.

Compared to fixed client-server assignments, an edge computing marketplace
may overcome the challenges of limited availability of servers, insufficient quality
of service, and idle server resources. Dynamic assignments in an open marketplace
could increase availability and competition among edge servers. This allows IoT
applications to profit from increased connectivity and responsiveness due to better
matching. Edge servers, on the other hand, profit from higher resource utilization
due to increased matching rates.
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As IoT devices are often computationally weak, it might be difficult for them
to verify whether responses returned by a third-party Contractor are valid. In fact,
Contractors have an incentive to return a computationally less expensive probabilis-
tic result to save resources while still collecting the reward. Likewise, an Outsourcer
has no incentive to pay an honest Contractor right after receiving all computational
results, and expensive micro-transactions prohibit real-time payment.

In this work, we propose a verification scheme for computation marketplaces
that can verify the integrity of arbitrary deterministic functions. The Outsourcer
verifies the integrity of returned responses by sending some inputs to another Con-
tractor in proximity called the Verifier. We refer to this approach as sampling-based
re-execution. We evaluate our scheme’s performance with outsourced object detec-
tion based on a real-time image stream sent by an IoT device to an edge server.
We provide the following contributions:

1. We compile a comprehensive list of potential threats that a computing market-
place might be vulnerable to in the presence of dishonest participants.

2. We combine existing verification techniques proposed by related work and in-
troduce two novel ones to address all identified threats.

3. Our resulting verification scheme requires little interaction with a trusted third
party (TTP) and is resistant to dishonest Outsourcers, Contractors, and Ver-
ifiers. The TTP does not have to be located at the edge and can act with
arbitrary latency.

4. Our implementation demonstrates that our verification scheme causes negligible
communication and latency overhead.

2 Related Work

In previous work, authors have identified different components that an edge comput-
ing marketplace should provide. These components include a matching and price-
finding algorithm [2], a payment scheme [3] [4], in some cases privacy preserva-
tion [5] [6] [7], and a verification scheme [8] [9]. We focus on designing a verification
scheme in this work and assume that the other components are present.

Compared to schemes based on cryptographic techniques such as Secure Mul-
tiparty Computation, or Fully Homomorphic Encryption, re-execution adds only a
negligible computational and network overhead to the computation. Re-execution
can be implemented in several ways. In [10], the authors propose outsourcing com-
putation to multiple Contractors in a multi-round approach. The Outsourcer sends
different inputs to each Contractor in every round. A trusted master node compares
results if the same input is sent to more than one Contractor. The disadvantage
of this scheme is that it requires many available Contractors in proximity to the
Outsourcer.
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In [11], the authors propose a scheme based on sampling-based re-execution.
Within specified intervals, the Contractor commits to signed Merkle root hashes
based on the responses it sent to the Outsourcer. The Outsourcer can instruct a
third-party Verifier to verify these results by checking if the signed Merkle root’s
signature is correct and if random samples were computed and returned correctly.
The scheme assumes that the Verifier and the Outsourcer are honest.

In [12], the authors propose a scheme based on complete re-execution. The
Outsourcer sends inputs to n = 2 Contractors and accepts the result if they are
identical. If responses do not match, the job gets outsourced again to nnew = n2

Contractors until no conflicts arise. This approach is similar yet less efficient than
our Contestation protocol introduced in section 3. As their scheme does not dis-
tinguish between Contractors and Verifiers, the resulting overhead is higher. Also,
their scheme relies on a trusted time-stamping server that monitors communication
between edge devices. This TTP can end up being the bottleneck of the ecosystem.

In [13], the authors propose a scheme based on sampling-based re-execution
with third-party Verifiers. They utilize smart contracts running on Ethereum to set
incentives for Outsourcers and Contractors. The incentives discourage dishonest
behavior. Verifiers are assumed to be partially trusted.

In [14], the authors propose a scheme based on sampling-based re-execution.
The Contractor commits to a Merkle Tree root hash every few intervals and sends
it to the Outsourcer. The Outsourcer then randomly selects a few samples to re-
compute them and sends a proof of membership challenge to the Contractor. It
aborts the contract if the verified output does not match the Contractor’s response
or if the proof of membership challenge is unsuccessful. The Outsourcer is assumed
to be fully trusted.

3 Design of our Verification Scheme

As our scheme uses re-execution as a verification approach, it can be applied to any
deterministic function. We assume the following setting for outsourced computation
in an edge computing marketplace.

1. Edge servers are stationary (reappearing actors) and offer outsourced compu-
tation for a fee. They can either act as Contractors or Verifiers.

2. Outsourcers are mobile (reappearing and adhoc actors).

3. Outsourcers owe a reward to Contractors and Verifiers for each processed input.

4. Each edge participant may act dishonestly but tries to maximize its expected
payoff.

5. A TTP or Blockchain is present that provides a public key infrastructure, a
reputation system, and handles payments. We refer to this party as the payment
settlement entity (PSE). The PSE does not have to be located at the edge.
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Before outsourcing of computation starts, we assume an Outsourcer and a Con-
tractor have agreed to a contract. The contract contains a unique ID, the partic-
ipants’ public keys, a reward per processed input, and the function/model to be
used is specified. Additionally, the Contractor and Outsourcer may agree on fines,
deposits, and bounties if a participant is caught cheating to increase the protocol’s
robustness. We assume multiple Verifiers are available and willing to agree on a
contract with the Outsourcer to process random sample inputs.

3.1 Preparation Phase

The preparation phase is responsible for assigning a Verifier to a contract while
preventing collusion. We refer to planned collusion if two participants know each
other beforehand and try to collude. We refer to ad-hoc collusion if two participants
do not initially know each other but still try to communicate and collude.

Randomization Randomization ensures that the Outsourcer and the Contractor
commit to a random Verifier. Additionally, the Verifier and the Contractor do
not learn each other’s identities. The protocol consists of the following steps: The
Outsourcer signs the hash h(x) of a large random number x and the contract hash
ch. It sends h(x) with a signature to the Contractor. The Contractor signs the
received hash of the Outsourcer along with a large random number y, the contract
hash, and a list of available Verifiers sorted by their public keys. Along with this
signed hash, the Contractor sends the value y and the list of available Verifiers to
the Outsourcer. By signing the initially sent hash of the Outsourcer, the Contractor
commits to x and y without knowing x. Figure 1 illustrates this protocol.

If the list of available Verifiers matches Outsourcer’s local list, it contacts the
Verifier at (x+y) mod n, where n is the total number of Verifiers. If the Outsourcer
contacts a different Verifer, it will not be able to present the necessary Contractor
signatures during Contestation. Thus, Randomization prevents planned collusion.

Outsourcer Contractor Verifier

h(x), sigO(h(x)||ch)

m = (y, V erifierList), sigC(h(x)||ch||h(m))

Request V eriferList[(x+ y) mod n)]

ack

Fig. 1: Randomization
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Table 1: Payoff matrix with honesty-promoting incentives

Contractor
Verifier

Diligent Dishonest

Diligent r − ch r − ch + b

Dishonest rq − (f + b)(1− q)− cd r − cd

Game-theoretic Incentives Even if the Verifier and the Contractor do not know
each other, there is a risk of ad-hoc collusion. Suppose there exists a q-algorithm
that is computationally inexpensive but provides a correct result with a certain
probability q. For object detection, this might be the naive response that no ob-
ject is detected and, therefore, no bounding boxes at specific coordinates have to
be estimated. There is a reward r for returning a valid result and computation
costs when computing the desired function honestly ch or dishonestly cd. From a
game-theoretic perspective [15], there are two nash equilibria [16]. One nash equi-
librium exists when both players act honestly, but the other when both players act
dishonestly [17] [12].

It is crucial to design incentives that eliminate the Nash equilibrium of both
players acting dishonestly. In [12] and [17], the authors have identified a relationship
of incentives by adding fees for cheating players and bounties for dishonest players
such that being honest is a dominant strategy from a game-theoretic point of view.
Table 1 illustrates the payoff matrix of the Contractor with the use of a bounty b
and a fee f . The payoff matrix for the Verifier looks identical. Our scheme uses an
initial deposit to enforce that a cheating participant pays the fine after detection.

3.2 Execution Phase

After agreeing on a contract with the random Verifier, the Outsourcer starts sending
inputs to the Contractor and the Verifier to process.

Sampling Sampling refers to picking one random input out of a collection of
inputs. In our verification scheme, the Outsourcer sends samples to the Verifier
to check whether its response matches the Contractor’s response belonging to the
same input. We call this process sampling-based re-execution. Sampling-based re-
execution has a significant advantage over complete re-execution. Just with a few
samples, a dishonest Contractor with a cheating rate c can be detected with nearly
100% confidence. Thus, we can significantly improve the efficiency of the verification
process at a negligible security drawdown.

During sampling, the Outsourcer chooses an interval length l and sends only
one random sample per interval to the Verifier. The chance p of detecting a cheating
attempt within n intervals is p = 1 − (1 − c)n. Even if the Contractor has a low
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cheating rate, e.g., c = 0.1, the Outsourcer needs less than n = 50 intervals to
detect cheating with 99% confidence.

Digital Signatures Since participants communicate in an unmonitored, peer-to-
peer fashion in our verification scheme, we need a way to securely record payment
promises and dishonest behavior. Otherwise, an Outsourcer could claim never to
have received any responses from the other participants. Likewise, the Contractor
and Verifier could deny that a dishonest result originated from them and could
claim to have processed more responses than they did. The PSE can only solve a
dispute and hold entities accountable with tamper-proof records.

Figure 2 shows a high-level overview of sampling in combination with digital
signatures. ”i = r” indicates that the current index i matches the random number
r generated in the current interval.

When an Outsourcer sends an input, it always attaches a digital signature signed
over the current input index, the contract hash, and the input itself. This ensures
that each signature can be traced back to one unique input. Also, the Outsourcer in-
cludes a number of currently acknowledged outputs n to the message and signature.
Thus, the Contractor and the Verifier receive a signed commitment of redeeming
n times the specified reward per response. The unique contract hash ensures that
each participant can only redeem payment once per contract.

When the Contractor and the Verifier send a result to the Outsourcer, they at-
tach the associated input index, along with a digital signature forged over the con-
tract hash, input index, input signature, and the input itself. This signature serves
as proof of being the originator of a fraudulent message when detected cheating. If
the signature verification fails, the participant aborts the contract.

1. Send xi,

2. Send = f(xi),

4. Send = f(xi),
3. if i = r:

Send xi,

Contractor

Verifier

Outsourcer

5. Compare ,

Fig. 2: Execution phase
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Commitment to Messages Using Merkle Trees Merkle Trees can be used as
a data structure to efficiently verify whether data is contained in a large collection.
The root hash of a Merkle tree can be used to verify if data is included in the whole
tree with log2(n) steps. Some verification schemes use this attribute of Merkle trees
in combination with signatures to commit to large amounts of inputs or outputs
by sending the signed Merkle tree root hash [18].

In our scheme, a Contractor utilizing Merkle Trees commits to a collection of
responses and receives a proof-of-membership challenge in even intervals. This way,
instead of signing all responses, it is sufficient for the Contractor only to sign one
Merkle root hash and challenge-response per interval, thus improving efficiency.

3.3 Closing Phase

A participant can terminate a contract at any time. If the contract is terminated
according to custom, the Verifier and the Contractor store their last signed input
of the Outsourcer, containing the latest number of acknowledged outputs and the
signed contract hash. They send the signature and all values to verify it to the
PSE. To prevent insufficient quality of service (QoS), a global reputation system
and local blocklists per node ensure that participants providing reliable service can
be identified. Thus, all participants can submit a review for the other participants
at the end of a contract.

The PSE verifies the signatures and deducts the reward per input specified in the
contract times the number of acknowledged output contained in the last input on
behalf of the Outsourcer after a deadline. Within that deadline, the Outsourcer can
report dishonest behavior if it holds two responses that do not match. In this case,
the Outsourcer sends the input, both responses, their signatures, and the contracts
to the PSE. For scalability reasons, the PSE does not re-execute the computation.
It only checks whether all values match their signatures and verifies if responses
are indeed unequal. Provisionally, the Contractor is accused of cheating. Within
the specified deadline, the Contractor can decide to engage in a protocol we call
Contestation to prove that the Verifier’s response was incorrect instead.

Contestation Contestation ensures that a falsely accused Contractor or Veri-
fier can prove its innocence. A participant accused of cheating may decide to re-
outsource the original input to two additional random Verifiers within a deadline.
If both random Verifiers return a response that matches the participant’s response,
it presents their responses and signatures to the PSE. The participant having the
minority of random Verifier support at the end of Contestation is convicted of
cheating.

If a Verifier is accused of cheating, it can use the identical protocol to contact
two additional random Verifiers and flip the majority of random Verifier support.
This protocol might be repeated until no available Verifiers are left. If more than

7
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50% of available Verifiers are non-colluding, Contestation serves as a guarantee that
the participant who returned a fraudulent response is found guilty. In combination
with a nearly 100% detection rate of cheating using sampling-based re-execution,
any cheating parting will be eventually found guilty with a high probability. The
participant found guilty at the end of the protocol has to pay the specified fee in its
contract, and all additionally consulted Verifiers. In the first round of Contestation,
the Outsourcer must prove to the PSE that it contacted the correct Verifier during
Randomization by presenting the received Contractor signatures.

Figure 3 illustrates a message sequence chart of Contestation. Notice that the
TTP is involved in minimal computation to ensure scalability. It only needs to
verify anything if the convicted participant contests conviction. Also, a convicted
participant failing to get a majority of Verifier support has no incentive to send the
last message and occupy the TTP.

Note that for a dishonest participant, it is irrational to perform Contestation
as additional random Verifiers have to be paid for their service. The computational
overhead of Contestation is low as only one input has to be recomputed. However, it
requires finding multiple available Verifiers in the system. As latency is not critical
in this scenario, those random Verifiers do not have to be located at the edge and
can be computationally weak devices. We expect that Contestation is usually not
performed as its existence alone ensures that a dishonest participant decreases its
expected payoff when cheating.

Convicted Participant TTP V1 V2

request Verifiers

assign Verifiers

input

response, sigV 1(input, response)

input

response, sigV 2(input, response)

records, sigV 1, sigV 2, sigO

Fig. 3: Contestation
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4 Threat Model

In our verification scheme, the Outsourcer, the Contractor, and the Verifier are
untrusted and may behave dishonestly. However, we assume that they try to max-
imize their expected payoff. This type of threat model was first introduced by the
authors of [17]. We noticed that existing verification schemes such as [12] assuming
payoff-maximizing adversaries address only a subset of possible threats that can
result from these assumptions.

Due to the lack of an existing collection of threats in this setting, we compile
a comprehensive list of possible threats. We consider internal threats of dishonest
behavior by one participant and by collusion. Also, we consider threats of external
attackers and quality of service (QoS) violations such as timeouts and low response
rates. We assume a distant TTP conducts payments and delegates handling of
disputes.

We compiled nine threats in total. These are described in the following para-
graphs. Our verification scheme resists all identified threats with high probability.
Table 2 summarizes the techniques used by our verification scheme to prevent or
detect each possible protocol violation we identified. The confidence column indi-
cates the probability that the protocol violation can be prevented or detected by
our techniques. Note that Contestation provides a 100% detection rate of associated
protocol violations only if more than 50% of available Verifiers in the ecosystem are
non-colluding by not agreeing on an identical incorrect response.

4.1 Contractor sends back false responses to save resources

If a Contractor sends back incorrect responses, the Outsourcer detects this with high
probability by sending random samples to the Verifier and comparing if responses
belonging to the same input from both participants are equal. In section 3, we
show that even with a low number of samples, a cheating Contractor is caught with
nearly 100% confidence.

4.2 Verifier sends back false responses to save resources

When the Outsourcer detects two unequal responses from the Verifier and the Con-
tractor, our verification scheme provisionally accuses the Contractor of cheating.
However, the Contractor can perform Contestation to prove that the Verifier sent
the incorrect response instead.

4.3 Outsourcer sends back different inputs to Contractor and Verifier
to refuse payment

The Outsourcer may send two different inputs to the Contractor and the Verifier
two receive different responses. It can report these responses to the PSE to refuse

9
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payment. This behavior can only be detected if proof is available that the responses
resulted from two different inputs. Thus, the Outsourcer must sign each sent raw
input with contract-related information. By concatenating the Outsourcer’s signa-
ture to the Contractor’s and Verifier’s responses before signing, Contestation can
verify if the Outsourcer sent identical raw inputs to both parties.

4.4 Contractor or Verifier tries to avoid global penalties when
convicted of cheating or QoS violations

Even when a Verifier or Contractor is detected cheating by an Outsourcer, they
may claim never to have sent the reported response. The use of digital signatures
prevents this threat.

4.5 Participant refuses to pay even if obliged to by the protocol

Even if the Outsourcer is obliged to reward an honest Contractor or Verifier, there
needs to be a way to enforce the payment. Likewise, the Verifier or the Contractor
might try to reject paying a penalty fee when detected cheating.

Microtransactions sent for each response are not an option. Usually, the pay-
ment scheme can become a latency bottleneck, and each transaction comes with
transaction costs. Therefore, payment has to be handled after a contract ends. We
assume that the PSE supports deposits and payments on other participants’ behalf.
It does not need to recompute any values or execute contract-specific functions.

4.6 Outsourcer and Verifier collude to refuse payment and save
resources

The Outsourcer and the Verifier may collude to report the Contractor for cheating.
Contestation detects this dishonest behavior. If the Verifier is detected cheating
by the Contractor through Contestation, it has to pay a fine. If the incentives are
set correctly, acting honestly maximizes the expected payoff. Randomization also
prevents planned collusion with high probability.

.

4.7 Contractor and Verifier collude to save resources

The Contractor and the Verifier may collude to save computational resources by
agreeing on an incorrect response. The Outsourcer checks if both results match and
assumes the responses to be correct. Randomization prevents this behavior with a
high probability in case of planned collusion.

Additionally, a contract with honesty-promoting incentives maximizes the ex-
pected payoff when acting honestly. This measurement makes ad-hoc collusion be-
tween Contractor and Verifier unlikely as well. Beyond our verification scheme,

10
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an Outsourcer may decide to utilize more than one Verifier or perform additional
verification techniques at a lower frequency.

4.8 Timeouts, Low Response Rate, High Response time

In our verification scheme, dishonest Contractors and Verifiers do not receive pay-
ments and must pay a fine. In contrast, QoS violations such as timeouts, a low
response rate, or a high response time come without monetary consequences. Nev-
ertheless, participating in an ecosystem with insufficient processing or networking
capabilities should be discouraged.

Whenever a participant receives a message from another participant that ex-
ceeds the QoS thresholds specified in its internal parameters, it may abort the
contract. It may also blacklist a participant and submit a negative review. Thus,
an unreliable participant misses out on the current contract’s ongoing payments
and may receive fewer assignments or less payoff from future contracts.

4.9 Message Tampering

An external attacker may attempt to tamper with messages sent between partici-
pants to harm a participant. Digital signatures prevent this behavior.

Table 2: Utilized Techniques to Prevent Protocol Violations

Type of Violation Description Techniques Confidence

Dishonest Behav-
ior by Individual

1. Contractor sends back false response to
save resources

Sampling-based re-execution, utiliza-
tion of a third party Verifier

Up to 100%

2. Verifier sends back false response to
save resources

Contestation 100%

3. Outsourcer sends different input to
Contractor and Verifier to refuse payment

Digital Signatures (signature chain),
Contestation

100%

4. Contractor or Verifier tries to avoid
global penalties

Digital Signatures 100%

5. Participant refuses to pay even if
obliged to by the protocol

PSE authorized to conduct payment on
behalf of another entity

100%

Dishonest Behav-
ior via Collusion

6. Outsourcer and Verifier collude to
refuse payment and save resources

Randomization, Game-theoretic incen-
tives, Contestation

100%

7. Contractor and Verifier collude to save
resources

Randomization, Game-theoretic incen-
tives

High confi-
dence

QoS Violation 8. Timeout, Low Response Rate, High Re-
sponse Time

Blacklisting, Review system, Contract
abortion

100%

External Threat 9. Message Tampering Digital Signatures 100%

11
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4.10 Other Threats

Outsourcers and Contractors can join the ecosystem with multiple identities with-
out hurting the system’s security. However, the PSE should issue identity checks of
new Verifiers in the ecosystem to prevent Sybil attacks [18]. Otherwise, a participant
can increase its probability of matching with colluding participants.

5 Discussion

Out of the different re-execution approaches introduced in section 2, sampling based
re-execution is the most practical. We further borrow the following other techniques
from related work to improve the outsourcing process.

1. Digitial dignatures to hold verifiable proofs of received messages [9] [19] [11] [18].

2. Merkle Trees to reduce the required number of digital signatures that need to
be sent [9] [14] [11] [18].

3. TTPs or Blockchains to resolve payments or record communication [9] [13] [19]
[18] [12].

4. A global reputation system to promote honest behavior [10].

Other proposed verification schemes often require a TTP at the network edge
or assume that one of the participants is a trusted party (TP). A comparison of
the trust assumptions of different schemes is shown in Table 3. In our verification
scheme, all participants at the edge may act dishonestly. During outsourcing, they
collect publicly verifiable proofs from other participants to later present to a distant
trusted PSE. This TTP conducts payments and delegates handling of disputes.

Table 3: Trusted parties required in different schemes

Scheme TPs in-
volved

TPs involved during
execution phase

Assumptions

Ours 1 0 Payment settlement entity is fully trusted

[14] 1 1 Outsourcer is fully trusted

[11] 2 2 Outsourcer and Verifier are fully trusted

[20] 1 1 Outsourcer is fully trusted

[18] > 3 1 Outsourcer is semi-trusted

[10] > 2 > 2 Multiple Contractors available for one Contract,
Pool of trusted nodes available

[13] 1 1 Verifiers are semi-trusted

[12] 2 1 Trusted timestamp server is available

12
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Edge Com-
puting Mar-
ketplace

Verification
Scheme [8, 9]

Resource
Matching [2]

Payment
Scheme [3, 4]

Privacy Preser-
vation [5–7]

Others [21]

Arbitrary
Functions
[13, 22–25]

CNN Infer-
ence [26–31]

Matrix Multipli-
cation [32–36]

Pre-Image Com-
putation [37–39]

Others [40–46]

Re-execution
[9,11,12,14,18,20]

Trusted Soft-
ware/Hard-

ware [24, 25, 47]

Fully Homo-
morphic En-

cryption [22, 23]

ZK-SNARK
[27, 28]

Others [26, 29–31]

Sampling-
based Re-
execution
[9, 11, 14, 20]

Complete Re-
execution [12]

Merkle Trees
[9, 11, 14, 18]

Game-theoretic
Incentives and
Reputation Sys-
tems [10, 12, 18]

Digital Sig-
natures, Sig-
nature Chain

[9, 11, 12, 18, 19]

Others [9,
12, 13, 18, 19]

Randomization,
Contestation

2, 3, 6, 7 3, 4, 9
Improves

Performance
6, 7, 8 1, 2, 5

Components

Function Type
to Verify

Verification
Approaches

Types of Re-
Execution

Techniques
Utilized by Veri-
fication Schemes

Techniques
Address fol-

lowing Threats
from Table 2

Fig. 4: Overview: Designed verification scheme

Figure 4 shows an overview of our scheme in the context of our literature anal-
ysis. The last two comparisons show different verification techniques utilized by ex-
isting verification schemes based on re-execution. Even by combining these existing
techniques, we can only solve 7 out of our 9 identified possible threats. We address
the remaining two by our Randomization and Contestation protocols (marked green
in figure 4):

Threat 6 supposes that the Outsourcer and the Verifier collude to refuse pay-
ment to the Contractor. Randomization prevents this behavior with a high prob-
ability in case of planned collusion. Contestation prevents this behavior in both
cases of adhoc and planned collusion. Threat 3 supposes that the Outsourcer sends
different inputs to the Contractor and the Verifier. This behavior is detected by
Contestation. We discuss both threats in more detail in section 4.

6 Performance

In our test setup, a Raspberry Pi (Outsourcer) sends a real-time webcam stream
to two different machines (Verifier and Contractor) in the local network. The Con-
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tractor and the Verifier send back bounding boxes of detected objects in a frame.
One test setup uses a regular GPU/CPU for inference, and one uses a Coral USB
Accelerator. The Coral USB Accelerator is an entry-level Tensor Processing Unit
(TPU) that is specifically designed to perform neural network inference [48]. We use
weights that were pre-trained on the Microsoft Coco dataset [49]. We use Yolov4 [50]
and MobileNet SSD V2 [51] as models for object detection.

Our implementation uses the NaCl ED25519 signature scheme and can perform
the verification scheme’s task in parallel to the object detection. This eliminates
the latency overhead of our scheme as the verification scheme’s task utilizes one
CPU thread while the GPU is the bottleneck when performing inference. The source
code of our implementation is publicly available here. Our implementation supports
multithreading, Merkle Trees, and non-blocking message pattern to improve the
efficiency of our scheme. An overview of the test setup is provided in the appendix.
Table 4 shows the key results of our test implementation.

Our results show that our verification scheme causes less than 1ms of latency
overhead per frame. The Contractor’s GPU is the system’s bottleneck in our test
setup, limiting overall performance to 68.06 fps. As we only used a mid-range GPU
and an entry-level edge accelerator in our tests, more potent Contractor hardware
could increase overall system performance to match the Outsourcer’s performance
of more than 200fps. The average 416x416 frame has a size of 120 KB in our tests.
The Network bandwidth overhead per participant is negligible at a maximum of
84 bytes per frame. It consists of a 512-bit large signature and, at most, five 32 bit
integers such as frame index, acknowledged responses, and other contract-related
information. When Merkle Trees are utilized, the Contractor and the Verifier only
send signatures when the Outsourcer requests a proof-of-membership challenge.

Table 4: Key Results
Participant Device CPU GPU Model Frames

Second
Time spent on
application (%)

Time spent on
verification (%)

Time spent on
verification (ms)

Outsourcer Raspberry Pi
Model 4B

MobileNet SSD
V2 300×300

236.00 78.70 21.30 0.90

Outsourcer Raspberry Pi
Model 4B

Yolov4 tiny
416×416

146.90 85.10 14.90 1.01

Contractor Desktop PC Core i7
3770K

GTX 970 Yolov4 tiny
416×416

68.06 100.00 0.00 0.00

Contractor Desktop PC Core i7
3770K

Coral USB
Accelerator

MobileNet SSD
V2 300×300

63.59 100.00 0.00 0.00

Contractor Notebook Core i5
4300U

Coral USB
Accelerator

MobileNet SSD
V2 300×300

49.30 100.00 0.00 0.00

Verifier Notebook Core i5
4300U

Coral USB
Accelerator

MobileNet SSD
V2 300×300

28.75 - 0.00 0.00
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7 Conclusion

In this work, we proposed a scheme for verifying arbitrary outsourced functions in
an edge computation marketplace. Our verification scheme is resistant to a com-
prehensive set of protocol violations that might occur in a computation market-
place with untrusted participants. We benchmarked our verification scheme’s per-
formance on consumer hardware and TPUs. Our verification scheme achieves less
than 1ms of latency overhead per frame on all tested machines. By utilizing con-
currency, the overhead can be reduced to 0 by running the verification scheme’s
tasks in a parallel thread to the outsourced computation. The network bandwidth
overhead of our scheme caused mainly by digital signatures is negligible (at most
84 bytes per frame).

In comparison with verification schemes proposed by the current academic lit-
erature, our verification scheme provides additional security by preventing or de-
tecting all threats we identified. At the same time, it only requires third-party
involvement outside the network edge. These performance and security character-
istics make our scheme ideal for use within an edge computing marketplace that
matches computationally weak untrusted IoT devices with untrusted third-party
resources to outsource latency-sensitive tasks.

Our verification scheme implements one essential component of a fully func-
tioning edge computing marketplace. As illustrated in figure 4, the remaining com-
ponents to make an edge computing marketplace viable are: Payment, Matching
and price-finding, and Privacy preservation. Future work may optimize and aggre-
gate all components to build an end-to-end system serving as a standalone edge
computing marketplace for arbitrary functions.
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Fig. 5: Test Setup
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